Have you heard of Mayeux and Broussard? Google them. They’re a fantastic new country/blues duo livening up the musical scene in Austin, Texas.

Wait. Somehow, “country/blues duo” really doesn’t describe them accurately. Try this: Mayeux and Broussard are a “sonic roux” of swamp pop, rockabilly, and strong dirty bourbon, simmered slowly in the hot southeast Texas heat … all the best sweet flavors of Texas’ music today.

If you know anything about Texas music and cuisine, then I believe my description gives you a good idea of what Mayeux and Broussard’s music is. And from that, you can accurately guess what Mayeux and Broussard’s music is not. It’s not rap, not top 40, and that Bieber kid won’t sing Mayeux and Broussard’s music any time soon: That’s what Mayeux and Broussard music is not.

Three springs ago, while I was the Air Force Safety Center’s Chief of Aviation Safety, the commander of Air Combat Command hired me as ACC’s new Director of Safety. COMACC said he wanted me to increase the level of cooperation and understanding between Operational Safety (ACC) and the many levels of support and oversight below and above our level, so that others might better understand and support CAF MAJCOM and Numbered Air Force commanders and their operational needs.

In my 2.69 years as ACC Director of Safety, I am now just at the only Air Force colonel to serve at nearly all levels of safety — squadron, wing, MAJCOM, Safety Center, and Pentagon. Riding down this trail, I have refined crosshairs on what Operational Safety truly is and is not. Here’s a great example regarding Aviation Safety Investigations.

Which is more important … the product or the process? Aviation safety investigation at the Operational Level is all about the product. The “product” is the actual mishap prevention result, its recommendations, and the risk management strategies it uncovers. COMACC (someone we consider our foremost customer) must weigh those recommendations and strategies against mission requirements, (un)available funds and resources, and the needs of the combatant commanders and warfighters who rely on the combat capability provided by this MAJCOM force provider. At the Operational Level, “safety” is about the ability to source, provide and preserve combat capability and execute the mission … that’s what Safety is.

An Aviation Safety Investigation is not about the process. Investigators shouldn’t have to burn such long hours trying to properly format report tabs, photographs, and nano-codes, stuffing the system with unused mishap data for data’s sake, at the expense of hard deliberation and coordination with agencies that can actually fix the hazard. When safety organizations believe it’s about the process, then the product suffers, and so does our major customer.

Today, my boots carry rust from all bends of the Safety River, and I can report the following: ACC Safety has the right Operational Safety sight picture. We know what Operational Safety is, what it requires, who we work for, and who relies on us. We properly support and enjoy the support of, our Commander. My fellow MAJCOM safety directors can continue to rely on ACC Safety’s wingmanship as we shepherd Operational Safety initiatives across all 26 aircraft fleets in ACC’s lead command portfolio.

As I leave active duty for my sweet Texas, seeking somewhere trouble don’t go, I can’t wait to watch my nephew Tate’s band in concert. After all, I love any dish cooked up with a roux, and I love whiskey … that’s what I “is.” Kelli and I hunger and thirst for the place we long to be, and I have no doubt that I will find it. I am proud of your ACC Safety team … we’ve got your back. So I “is” gittin while the gittin’s good.
A few months ago I watched a video with some fellow fighter aviators. It was loosely called “Stuff Fighter Pilots Don’t Say,” and it was posted by some creative folks from the 354th Fighter Squadron at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Ariz. In the video, fighter pilots say phrases that one might hear anywhere in casual conversation — anywhere but in a fighter squadron. You won’t hear them because it’s not part of the culture. How do you know when a fighter pilot is in the room? They’ll tell you. That is part of the culture. These are highly motivated, highly skilled and very competitive individuals. They focus on continuously sharpening their skills and raising the level of the game for themselves, their wingmen, their unit, commander and country. That competitive nature and keen focus on mission accomplishment exists throughout the Combat Air Forces. That focus is so intense that every other task or duty competing for attention is a distraction. It is our culture.
Here’s another phrase you don’t hear much in a fighter squadron: “I filed another ASAP (Aviation Safety Action Program) report today.” ASAP offers an anonymous self-reporting tool for potential safety concerns. That too, is not part of our fighter culture, but it can be. I know what you’re thinking — we already review everything that happens during a mission in the debrief. ASAP can supplement the time-honored debrief by sharing potential mishap precursors beyond the briefing room walls, and facilitating an objective review of those potential hazards.

The mission debrief is a key element of a fighter pilot’s cultural DNA. During this sacred ritual, every brain cell and recording device is used to recreate and examine the mission in excruciating detail. We carefully draw engagements with colored markers, and frequently spend every minute remaining before entering crew rest discussing the fine points. We close the doors, de-emphasize rank, and proceed without interruption until completion. Often lasting longer than the mission itself, the debrief dissects each mission segment into its basic elements. We review administrative tasks separately from tactical execution. We critique radio calls and formation positions, and always offer recommendations for improvement. Safety, Rules of Engagement (ROE)/Training Rules (TRs), and Special Interest Items (SIIs) receive their own special place. For a routine mission with no significant problems, the ROE and SIIs are covered quickly. They are special, however, because a deficiency in any of these key areas could have serious consequences if not addressed immediately.

The debrief focuses on the core of the mission — the tactical execution. Shots or weapons delivery parameters are examined with the finest attention to detail, and using established tactics, techniques, and procedures, along with the wisdom of experience, we thoroughly address everything worthy of discussion and leaves no questions unanswered. Occasionally, the debrief reveals a situation or issue that should be shared beyond just the flight members. Deviations that affect safety, ROE/TRs and SIIs, as well as local procedural problems, should immediately be brought to the attention of the operations officer, commander, or an appropriate safety or stan/eval member for action. That is the flight lead’s job. Events that meet proper criteria may also require other reporting, such as a Hazardous Air Traffic Report (HATR). The traditional debriefing process, along with following established safety/hazard/stand/eval reporting should ensure that all appropriate items are addressed, reported, and shared with the right agencies. But what if something was missed? How can that happen if the mission was thoroughly debriefed and all questions answered? All 781 write-ups were completed and discussed at the maintenance debrief. Any events meeting reportable criteria were reported, and issues requiring more horsepower were brought to the squadron supervision. What doesn’t meet reporting criteria, but could have resulted in a mishap if not for some intervention or twist of fate? One possible answer would be a close call or what we often call a near miss.

Events happen every day that are not reported because they are “not that important.” No one got hurt, and no rule was broken. They aren’t covered in the debrief, perhaps due to significance or perhaps due to time. They may not even be remembered until after leaving the squadron. Maybe an individual does not want to confess to an error made in the privacy of his own jet due to fear of ridicule during the debrief from flight members. Have you ever heard of an aviator who spent a little too long heads-down in the cockpit and looked out just in time to avoid hitting another jet? Have you ever observed one of these “almost” events or actions where someone else committed the behavior and you said nothing? I have had the opportunity to review countless mishap briefings of every class with some of our most experienced and wise CAF leadership. Many of these seasoned veterans have shared the lessons they learned after “surviving” near misses. Many have also spoken of the opportunity to take some action after observing some of these behaviors, whether the opportunity was taken or missed. As a community, we can do a better job capturing and learning from these close calls to help identify potential mishaps before they occur, and perhaps not wait until after the condition is experienced again, or the behavior is repeated resulting in an actual mishap.

While we have focused on our traditional practice of debriefing and telling stories of our “close calls,” other communities have focused on these events and have even developed a web-based tool for anonymous self reporting of close calls. Yep, it’s on the internet, at www.safety-masap.com. It’s called ASAP. You go to the website, fill out the form and hit send.
ASAP is intended to provide a non-punitive method to self report unintentional errors. It will not provide immunity in cases of willful disregard of regulations and procedures. ASAP encourages reporting personal errors that could lead to a mishap or incident. These include unintentional errors by others, including air traffic control, crewmembers, and other flight members, which resulted in a “close call.” One can report any unsafe action event or condition encountered during any portion of a flight or mission, or any hazardous situations not reported by other methods, such as safety reports or HATRs.

Here’s how it works in Air Combat Command (ACC). An individual goes to the web site and fills out the report. The de-identified information is forwarded to ACC Safety, where a team of safety and MDS specific operations or maintenance subject matter experts review the individual reports and either assign corrective action or track the events to look for potential mishap precursors or trends. ASAP does not relieve individuals from mandatory mishap or HATR reporting requirements, and it is not a way to bypass the 847 process for changing publications. Where there is already an established process to report a problem or deficiency, and make a recommendation, it should be used. However, for those events that one feels should be addressed, but did not quite make it to the officially required reporting level, ASAP offers a means to record what happened and get the information out to a broader audience.

ASAP is relatively new to most of the fighter community. There have not been a lot of ASAP reports generated by CAF aviators, but it has proven successful in other communities. Using this method to report potential safety concerns has not been part of our safety culture. We have been comfortable putting all things out on the table during the mission debrief. We expect progress to be slow, and it will take time to weed through the first ASAP reports. Still, as we gain more experience with the process, we will be able to share more data, find common areas, and perhaps take the necessary steps to eliminate some hazards before someone is injured or property is damaged. Looking into what might go wrong, rather than what did go wrong, has not always been a part of our culture. ASAP is one tool that may help shift from mishap reporting to mishap prevention. It’s time to bring that focus into our safety culture.

From the U.S. Air Force ASAP website
“ASAP is a program designed to enhance aviation safety through the prevention of accidents and incidents. It is an identity-protected, self-reporting system that encourages the voluntary reporting of operations and logistics/maintenance safety issues and events. It is designed to provide a non-punitive environment for the open reporting of safety concerns and information that might be critical to identifying precursors to accidents. These safety concerns may be either observed or experienced by the submitter. The goal is to prevent mishaps by addressing those unintentional errors, hazardous situations and events, or high-risk activities not identified and/or correctable by other methods or through traditional safety reporting sources. The reported information is used to reduce mishaps through operational, logistics/maintenance, training and procedural enhancements.”
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Psychologists tell us that what holds our attention is what determines action. Unfortunately, what holds our attention isn’t always what should determine our action. Our attention is easily seduced by what we believe are pressing issues, but in reality, we often don’t know the gravest safety threats. In order to detect and study operational hazards in the F-16, the Air Force Safety Center recently commenced analyzing F-16 flight data as part of the Military Flight Operations Quality Assurance (MFOQA) Program.

The MFOQA approach to safety management is similar to the control and performance concept in flying that is taught during undergraduate pilot training. Ever since we showed up for undergraduate pilot training, pilots have been taught to use the control instruments — the attitude indicator and power instruments — to control the aircraft, and the performance instruments — altimeter, airspeed indicator, vertical velocity indicator, heading, and angle of attack scale — to monitor aircraft performance.

As pilots, we take great pride in flying precisely. However, in the safety world, we all too often rely on gut instinct and personal perception of hazards. We can’t individually detect all significant hazards and often neglect invisible threats because we are focused on those hazards that appear imminent and dangerous. We ‘focus on’ performance instruments of safety such as results, mishaps, after-action reports, and neglect the controls that cause these results.

Pilots are often unaware that a mission is drifting towards disaster because they lack the means to detect the numerous weak signals of failure, trends or close calls that precede most mishaps — the chain we speak of cutting that may lead to a mishap. For example, let’s contemplate the difference that a few inches can make in our profession: An aircraft can come within a few inches of scraping a tail on landing, but if no sparks are made, no one will hear of the event. However, if a tail actually scrapes on landing, even if by just a few inches, maximum dissemination of the event will occur. How can we ethically allow a few inches to determine whether an event recedes into obscurity or flashes across a commander’s desk? After all, the unsafe acts and conditions that went into the near-scrape are probably identical to those that resulted in the actual scrape. The only difference between both scenarios is luck. Can we call ourselves safety professionals if we allow luck to dictate the terms of our hazard reporting?

What if we can see trend information for those close calls?
Over the past decade, the U.S. Air Force, and just recently, Air Combat Command, has implemented a scientific approach to uncover the weak signals that precede mishaps. We have implemented a program to look at the control side of mishap prevention in an effort to proactively take control of hazard reporting. MFOQA is a military version of the civilian Flight Operational Quality Assurance (FOQA). Whatever we choose to call it, the idea is to routinely download flight data in order to detect mishap precursors. FOQA is not a new program. It originated with British Airways in the 1960s. Academic researchers have documented significant decreases in mishap rates and maintenance costs at those airlines that have started flight data programs when compared to other air carriers that do not analyze flight data. The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration estimates a net savings of $892,000 per year for each 50 aircraft flown in FOQA programs. This partly explains why over 40 civilian companies in the U.S. have FOQA programs and why foreign airlines operating aircraft with maximum takeoff weights in excess of 60,000 lbs have flight data monitoring programs. The U.S. Navy has used MFOQA for years to detect mishap precursors on the Super Hornet and the Royal Netherlands Air Force recently started MFOQA on the F-16. More analysis and more data will find new and better use of the data as we move forward.

Philosophically, the great challenge of mishap prevention is that safety is often defined by the intensity of its absence. In other words, we often try to manage safety by measuring the rates of mishaps. Smoking holes are, rather tragically, the traditional metric used to measure safety. Unfortunately, they are trailing indicators of safety or it is like flying by the performance instruments. MFOQA allows us to use the control instruments, to actually measure the leading indicators of safety by examining close calls, which we know occur in far greater numbers than actual mishaps, and thus furnish our analyses with far more data than what our infrequent mishaps provide. With the trend data from the almost mishaps we can measure our drift towards failure instead of just the actual failures. In the decade since commencing our MFOQA initiative, the USAF has learned to value the analyses produced from flight data. Aircrew flying MFOQA aircraft can learn the latest hazards at deployed locations and use such information to brief threats and errors germane to unfamiliar airfields, terrain, air traffic control and navigation. MFOQA analyses can be used to validate the effectiveness of tactics, training and procedures by measuring what actually happens during flight operations, versus what we think is happening. Actual aircraft performance data can be used to validate or correct calculated performance figures. Insights can be gleaned on how tightly flights are following mission profiles. Safety officers can learn what airfields are associated with a high volume of wake turbulence and what locations are triggering the most ground proximity warning system alerts. Flight profiles can be examined to discern where asymmetric over- or transient over-temps are most likely to occur. We can also identify and trend “nuisance” faults that typically get overlooked and identify aircraft that might have a minor hardware or software malfunction before it becomes a large malfunction. Analysts are also able to determine whether procedural changes have improved operations or made things worse. In a nutshell, MFOQA allows us to make information-based decisions, instead of relying on our gut instinct, which is often wrong.

ACC and Air Education and Training Command’s MFOQA program is overseen and promoted by the USAF Safety Center at Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque, N.M. Currently, only select F-16s and the T-6 by the analogy of “waves” that participate in the program. Four prerequisites must be met in order to participate in MFOQA: an aircraft must have the ability to record the proper types of flight data, an experienced pilot trained in the MFOQA processes must analyze the data to detect mishap precursors, the command structure must know how to use the resulting analyses to manage risk, and a safety culture must exist that protects aircrew when errors are made.

In order to promote the proper use of flight data and to ensure the program is not used to punish aircrew, the Office of the Secretary of Defense published a memo, Military Flight Operations Quality Assurance (MFOQA) Process Implementation, dated Oct. 11, 2005. This memo states that data generated from the MFOQA process shall not be used for monitoring aircrew performance to initiate punitive or adverse action, except for cases of suspected willful disregard of regulations and procedures. The Secretary of the Air Force included identical language in AFDP 90-13, Military Flight Operations Quality Assurance. We go to great lengths to ensure that MFOQA is a non-punitive program. We accumulate data from many flights and de-identify the data before we try to detect instances where aircraft operated outside of preset parameters. We are especially interested in finding unsafe latent conditions, such as normalization of deviance or poor actuation or equipment limitations that may point to poorly designed procedures. We work closely with human factors experts to determine root causes of the mishap precursors detected by MFOQA.

This is an opportunity to get back to the basics. As in the cockpit where we fly off the control instruments and get resultant data from the performance instruments, MFOQA allows the fighter community to potentially see situations that lead to mishaps before they happen, rather than looking at why they happened. Let’s use this to manage flying programs using controls rather than by watching the performance after the fact.
To the crews of Air Force HC-130P “Combat King” and HH-60G “Pave Hawk” rescue aircraft, these shocking words bring terrifying concern and stress the immediate need to separate the Helicopter Aerial Refueling (HAR) aircraft in order to avoid a disastrous in-flight collision. BREAKAWAYS are usually a result of an aircraft malfunction, in-flight hazard or excessive closure rate that would place one or the other refueling aircraft in a dangerous position that could, if unabated, compromise flight safety and lead to an in-flight collision. To our partners in the joint and coalition worlds, these same words can bring fear and confusion due to unfamiliarity, different native languages or non-standard “host nation” procedures. Add in combat stress, environmental fatigue-like desert heat, or low visibility coupled with using night vision goggles and the pucker factor in both aircraft executing the in-flight ballet becomes more than just an “E-ticket” ride.

BY LT. COL. DAVID R. MACKENZIE

In late August 1995, an HC-130P crew assigned to the 71st ERQS supporting combat missions in the area of responsibility was tasked with what they believed was a “good deal” routine joint aerial refueling tasking supporting USMC CH-53E Super Stallions. In order to validate downed pilot recovery planning for very deep penetrations into downtown Baghdad (such as those later seen in Operations Desert Thunder and Fox the first operational use of B-1B Lancer in a combat strike role), the Leathernecks prepositioned three-engine Super Stallions to Aqaba, Jordan, near the Suez Canal. Utilizing Marine Tactical Recovery Aircraft and Personnel (TRAP) tactics (NOTE: a similar Combat Search and Rescue-type mission utilized by CH-53s in Bosnia in 1995 and MV-22Bs in Libya in 2011), the fuel-hungry receivers would have to meet up with their critical helicopter tanker to pull off the plan.

Prior to beginning the attempt to conduct the longest un-refueled helicopter flight to date, the two Sea Stallions lifted off and were quickly joined by the Combat King to begin the choreography of an aerial rendezvous to system check their air refueling systems should they be needed. The idea was that the lead Marine aircraft, newly modified with extended range fuselage “belly” tanks, would fly un-refueled from Jordan to Bahrain. This would validate the capability to execute the “downtown Baghdad” and return mission from anywhere in the AOR should the need arise. After testing both CH-53’s refueling systems with token fuel off-loads, the mission proceeded uneventfully for two-and-a-half hours until the second support helos’ planned helicopter aerial refueling point. King 21 commenced the rendezvous with the Stallion flight along the Iraqi border near Rafha, Saudi Arabia and the helos lumbered into the PRECONTACT refueling position on King’s left side. While a typical Pave Hawk’s right side refueling probe is only 33 feet behind the tanker’s tail with the 54-foot rotor disk being as little as 25 feet from the Herk’s horizontal stab in a stable position, the larger CH-53’s 79-foot rotor can be as little as 15 feet away from contacting. Careful attention to detail and high proficiency in this very perishable skill is required in order to execute a successful CONTACT between the helo’s extended probe and the tanker’s oscillating 27-inch drogue and the passing of critical fuel.
Having been assigned heavy lift combat support roles for most of their deployment time, the Marines quickly found that their aerial refueling skills had atrophied. After nearly one hour of unsuccessful probe-to-drogue CONTACT attempts due to their low HAR proficiency, moderate heat-induced turbulence and fatigue, the Super Stallion requested a CROSSOVER to the right side of King in order to try and finally CONTACT the right side drogue. The right side drogue presents vastly different aerodynamic forces being present as a result of the helo being much closer to the HC-130 due to the helo’s right side probe forcing only about 10 feet separation between the spinning rotors and side fuselage/blade surfaces. Another few unsuccessful CONTACT attempts on the right side raised the frustration level and pucker factor as the remaining fuel state began to rapidly dwindle and threaten mission abort. As the attempts ticked up the frustration level and pucker factor as the remaining fuel state began to rapidly dwindle and threaten mission abort. As the attempts ticked up the remaining fuel state began to rapidly dwindle and threaten mission abort. As the attempts ticked up, the fuel state dropped down, the now obviously overworked pilot pushed closer for a final attempt to place the bouncing probe into the oscillating drogue. With no warning, the loadmaster radioed from the ramp the chilling words of “BREAKAWAY, BREAKAWAY, BREAKAWAY” to quickly separate the converging flying machines. Unfortunately, the call had come too late, as the massive helicopter’s supersonic spinning rotors tore through the canvas and aluminum drogue while slicing the tankers dancing refueling hose and sending chunks of metal into the lumbering Herk’s vertical tail. As quickly as contact was made, the helos started to diverge from their entangled embrace and the rotor hub strained to adjust to the increasing vibrations from the seven delaminating titanium blades. Luckily, the Stallions were able to make a controlled emergency landing at Rafha airport quickly followed by the wounded King. Ground examination of both aircraft revealed pieces of the cut off drogue coupling firmly implanted into the HC-130’s tail, along with beer can size holes and the delaminating of all the helicopter’s life lifting blades. Mishap testimony from a KC-130 pilot observer on board the King bird stated that the incident was a result of a “poor proficiency helo probe-to-drogue contact attempt” in moderate turbulence. Low helo air refueling proficiency had doomed the mission for failure, but skillful emergency procedures training helped the crews survive this mishap. After Operation Southern Watch and having been deployed to Italy, Kyrgyzstan, Kuwait, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Turkey in support of Operations Allied Force, Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom, HC-130s continue today to support commitments in Afghanistan and the Horn of Africa where the harsh environments continually test their perishable air refueling skills. As Air Combat Command has been forced to reduce home station flying hours and deal with the corresponding lower proficiency levels, crews have welcomed the deployed opportunity to utilize the near endless overseas contingency operations funded flying to hone and practice their mastery of the in-flight fuel exchange. However, maintaining flying proficiency utilizing NVGs for tactical flight profiles to avoid detection to accomplish infiltration/exfiltration and transload operations at low altitudes in contested or sensitive environments, has come at a cost. “Sitting” PR/
Aircrew Safety

CREW OF BONE 23, 37 EBS, AL UDEID AB, QATAR. As the crew checked in and received the first of two nine-line targeting packages, a critical on-board navigation computer failed. As they maneuvered the aircraft for bomb run prosecution, the crew noticed smoke and fumes entering the cockpit. They determined they had to remain at altitude in order to execute an immediate air strike to protect friendly ground forces under the constant barrage of enemy fire. The crew declared an emergency and safely recovered the $283M aircraft without incident. (Awarded Nov. 2012)

CREW OF ZORBA 37, 41 EECs, BAGRAM AB, AFGHANISTAN. As the main landing gear of the EC-130 touched down 1,510 ft down the runway, a tug was noticed moving on Taxiway Foxot, 1,000 ft from the touchdown point and 2,800 ft from the threshold. The tug driver crossed into the active runway directly in front of Zorba 37 as the aircraft sped down the runway. With zero margin for error and a split second to react (with the nose gear still airborne), the throttles were firedwalled in an attempt to gain altitude and safely execute a go-around. The crew’s quick thinking and flawless CRM skills prevented a Class A mishap and catastrophic loss of a communication jamming LSHD platform valued at $162M. (Awarded Dec. 2012)

CREW OF LANCER 64, 333 FS, SEYMOUR JOHNSON AFB NC. Lancer 64 experienced a fuel transfer pump failure about 20 minutes into a four-ship F-15E training sortie. Maj Oltzoff and Capt Sostier directed their element lead to conduct a battle damage check on their aircraft and executed the appropriate checklists before splitting from the formation. The crew realized the brake malfunction, coupled with the construction on the shortened single runway, meant they would have to make an approach-end cable engagement. The crew finally executed a textbook approach and landing to a displaced threshold. Their systems knowledge resulted in the safe return of aircraft, a $54M combat asset and safe aircraft recovery. (Awarded Jan. 2013)

Crew Chief Safety

AIRMAN 1ST CLASS DUSTIN C. SMITH, 23 AMXS, MOODY AFB GA. During his inspection of an A-10C’s right-speed-brake system, Amn Smith identified a hydraulic fluid leak coming from the area. He notified his flight line expediter and reported his findings. He determined the origin of the leak, a cracked speed-brake actuator line. He removed and replaced the damaged line with a new replacement line. While installing the replacement line, he noticed it was incorrectly bent and was rubbing on the speed-brake surface. He removed the line and had the line correctly bent and installed it, preventing a catastrophic mishap. (Awarded Dec. 2012)

SENIOR AIRMAN BRIAN S. CHATHAM, 4 AMXS, SEYMOUR JOHNSON AFB NC. While performing fire guard duty during a routine maintenance run on an F-15, Amn Cheatham noticed sparks coming from a wire bundle forward of the right integrated drive generator. Through quick and decisive action, he utilized a flight line Halon fire bottle and extinguished the flames. Afterwards, he secured and monitored the area and aircraft until the fire department arrived. Post incident investigation revealed his actions prevented damage to the generator, two hydraulic pumps and the airframe mounted accessories drive — parts valued at over $100K. (Awarded Jan. 2013)

Weapons Safety

SENIOR AIRMAN AARON C. STOVER, 49 MXS, HOLLOMAN AFB NM. Amn Stover identified a documentation error on the 24-month static bond continuity checks. Armament personnel utilize this system to ground themselves and equipment prior to performing maintenance tasks involving explosives known as EEDs, thereby preventing static discharge that could initiate these devices. He noticed that the test points illustrated on the static ground system diagram were inconsistent with the last documented tests. His quick actions verified the integrity of the system, ensuring work and facility safety. (Awarded Nov. 2012)

STAFF SGt. CARLA M. RASTEDE, 26 ERSQ, KANDAHAR AF, AFGHANISTAN. Sgt. Rastede identified a major explosive safety violation during a routine storage inspection. While stockpiling munitions, she recognized the net explosive weight for hazard classification was exceeded. After identifying an excess of 31 munitions on the Operations Custody account, she immediately reacted. Further investigation led to a small brush fire steadily moving towards the apartment complex. He located and extinguished the flames. Afterwards, he secured and monitored the area and aircraft until the fire department arrived. Post incident investigation revealed his actions prevented damage to the generator, two hydraulic pumps and the airframe mounted accessories drive — parts valued at over $100K. (Awarded Jan. 2013)

Ground Safety

AIRMAN 1ST CLASS ROBERT P. GERIAK, 20 CES, SHAW AFB SC. Amn Gierek awakened to the strong smell of smoke and immediately reacted. Further investigation led to a small brush fire steadily moving towards the apartment complex. He located and extinguished the flames. Afterwards, he secured and monitored the area and aircraft until the fire department arrived. Post incident investigation revealed his actions prevented damage to the generator, two hydraulic pumps and the airframe mounted accessories drive — parts valued at over $100K. (Awarded Jan. 2013)

STAFF SGt. ARTHUR F. BISHER, 366 CES, MT HOME AFB ID. Sgt. Bisher organized a work center safety scavenger hunt to search and identify potential safety hazards that could lead to a near-miss or injury. Issues identified included an electrical cord with a ground plug removed, a daisy chained power strip’s behind computer desks, and a coffee pot in an office on a wooden/ combustible surface. Additional items discovered revealed an electrical fuse panel improperly labeled, and defective PPE provided near powered machinery. Sgt. Bisher used a creative solution to challenge his personnel to correct potential hazards while highlighting the importance of day-to-day safety awareness. (Awarded Jan. 2013)
**Flight Safety**

2ND LT. CHRISTOPHER B. ALFONSO, 28 MXS, ELLSWORTH AFB SD. Lt. Alfonso was called upon to be a technical expert for a C-130 Class A mishap that occurred near Ellsworth AFB. Within 18 hours, he was on-scene to assist in the recovery of the aircraft. Afterwards, he began the initial survey for support needed for sustained investigation and recovery operations. He personally recovered the flight data and voice records in minimal time, allowing the SIB to begin processing data to determine the cause of the accident. He immediately recognized a shortfall in home station capabilities and coordinated for specialized cutting and lifting equipment needed to gain access to the aircraft and reduce its size for transport off the mountain. Due to Lt. Alfonso’s efforts, the aircraft was recovered in 19 days. He was also appointed as the investigating officer for a B-1 Class B engine damaged in the FOL. He pulled all aircraft and engine maintenance records, reviewing for causes of the mishap. He subsequently went to Trinier AFB to observe the engine teardown and reviewed contractor training records and procedures. His meticulous attention and tenacity for answers led him to identify five urgent action items, to include insufficiencies in training, communication, and accountability. Although the investigation is still ongoing, his immediate inputs have already increased visibility on engine inspections and maintenance, potentially avoiding future aircraft mishaps.

**Ground Safety**

TECH. SGT. JUSTIN T. DEVANEY, 366 SFS, MT HOME AFB ID. Sg t. Devaney meticulously processed six ACC Form 164s following squadron mishaps this quarter and performed preventative measures. He authored and distributed briefings emphasizing safety awareness both on and off-duty. Sg t. Devaney led a 100 percent data-call across the entire squadron ensuring personnel participating in high risk activities had required safety briefings and associated training. Sg t. Devaney ensured all unit personnel were aware of new requirements found in AFI 91-207 and posted a motorcycle safety tri-fold at the installation gates, ensuring compliance for all riders base wide. He disseminated a safety video to over 163 personnel displaying the impacts of inattentive motorcycling. Next, Sg t. Devaney performed six no-notice spot inspections on SFS facilities throughout the installation identifying and fixing shortfalls with ACC directives and current wing policies. During the recent 366 FW safety stand-down, Sg t. Devaney designed and facilitated a robust “Defender Safety” event. With less than 36 hours notice, Sg t. Devaney orchestrated a one-hour combative orientation course and delivered an all inclusive end of summer and winter safety briefing. He skillfully organized three weapons safety instructors, teaching a two-hour defenders edge resiliency familiarization class where SF personnel learned how to safely manage adrenaline, sleep, personal relationships and post-combat thoughts and emotions.

**Weapons Safety**

TECH. SGT. SCOTT A. SOLHEIM, 20 FW, SHAW AFB SC. Sg t. Solheim’s experience was instrumental in the development and implementation of an orientation program that provided local safety guidance to nine commanders newly assigned to the 20 FW. He consolidated multiple locally developed tracking and review documents into one database, saving countless man-hours. This provided a single repository to track annual reviews for 62 publications, 14 explosives facility licenses, and 27 ESPs. Sg t. Solheim surveyed and identified multiple electromagnetic radiation hazards throughout the installation that could potentially pose a risk to explosives. He coordinated and directed a full-scale MSA fire drill, validating evacuation, cordon, notification and firefighting procedures of all agencies, illustrating the complications of operating within a MSA. His keen eye and quick actions drove the efforts to correctly RAC the missile maintenance facility for being structurally unsound. Sg t. Solheim conducted a full review of the operating procedures on nearby Pointsett Electronic combat range, directly enhancing mission effectiveness for all 9 AF Air Combat Units. He also conducted base-wide weapons safety reviews, completing annual inspections and formal out briefs to SQ CQs for all base weapons safety programs. Finally, his professional reputation and knowledge led to accolades from the 9 AF Director of Safety for superb Airmanship during the 20 FW’s ACC PME inspection.
Best Practices

IN ACC SAFETY MANAGEMENT

Flight Safety Programs

Specialized Flight Safety Staff
432 WG, Creech AFB — Feb 2013
Dedicated Psychologist and Human Factors expert embedded in Flight Safety to deal with unique mission related risks

(Operational) Risk Management
432 WG, Creech AFB — Feb 2013
Well developed standardized quantitative ORM process, tracking of ORM scores accompanied with trend analysis; periodic review of reporting levels with commanders

Trend Analysis
432 WG, Creech AFB — Feb 2013
Excellent thorough trend analysis of mishaps, use of master question files and tailored SEPT sessions to mitigate risk

NAF/SE Self-Inspection Checklist
USAFWC, Nellis AFB — Oct 2012

Bird/Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard
55 WG, Offutt AFB — Jun 2012

Airfield/Airspace Encroachment
99 ABW, Nellis AFB — Feb 2012

Airfield/Airspace Encroachment
99 ABW, Nellis AFB — Feb 2012

Flight Notes

ACC started FY13 with Class A mishap numbers similar to last year. We have experienced one destroyed F-22 in November and a destroyed ANG F-16 in December. With pending budget and flying hour cuts across the AF, we urge units to continue to promote proactive safety programs. Anticipate areas that potentially contribute to mishaps and mitigate the risks before they bear fruit. Currency does not necessarily equal proficiency; ACCSEF encourages supervisors and commanders to ensure individuals are proficient or being supervised until proficiency is regained.

Ground Notes

Going into spring and this year’s Critical Days of Summer, Air Combat Command has sustained three fatalities. The fatalities revolved around a motor vehicle in one form or another. The first fatality, a PMV2, occurred when an active duty member struck a vehicle that pulled out in front of him. The second fatality resulted when an Air Force member was involved in a physical altercation that spilled out onto a roadway. The Airman was struck by a passing vehicle and killed. The third fatality occurred when an Airman operating a PMV left the roadway for unknown reasons and was killed; he was not wearing a seatbelt. Like almost every mishap that occurs, these incidents were preventable. Especially if you examine the personal accountability of one or all of the involved individuals. Simply buckling your seatbelt, looking for cross traffic and most importantly not putting yourself into a bad situation can and will save a life ... maybe even yours.

Symbols for Mishap Aircraft
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Luckily, It Only Cost Me A Bruised Ego
We would like to say a special thank you to Mr. Greg Davis who shot and sent us our “Over the Edge” cover photo!

In real life, there is no Reset Button.

Riding a motorcycle is fun, but it isn’t a game. Motorcycle riding demands your full attention. Even one drink can impair your coordination and sense of balance. Studies show that nearly half of all motorcyclists who died in solo crashes were under the influence of alcohol. They simply lost control of their bikes. Game over, forever.

THE LIFESAVER
by Airman 1st Class Kenneth Norman
97th WG/PA, Altus AFB, Okla.

LUCKILY, IT ONLY cost Me A bruised Ego
by Master Sgt. Kevin Scott
HQ ACC/SEG, Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Va.

DON’T Blow IT
by Lt. Col. Rodney Nichols
MSS Director AFIA, Kirtland AFB, N.M.
Maj. Adam Travis recalled of a motorcycle ride that could have been his last.

Travis and Master Sgt. Lee Adkins were riding their motorcycles Jan. 15, 2012, in a group of five riders. The group was about 3 miles south of the City of Altus when Adkins collided with a tumbleweed at 70 mph and was thrown from his bike, which then caused Travis to crash.

"I saw huge tumbleweed out of the corner of my eye in the median," Adkins said. "I thought we were going to pass it because we were going 70 miles an hour and that is the last thing I remember."

"We didn’t even break 5 miles out of town and a piece of tumbleweed comes from the opposite side of the road. The front rider pointed it out and everyone sees it," said Staff Sgt. Michael Fagan, the last rider in the group. "As soon as our lead rider passed the tumbleweed it rolled out into the road in front of Adkins. It looked like - from me seeing everything from the back – it hit his front wheel and exploded, and I’m thinking the tumbleweed slipped under his front wheel and brought it out. He goes down and then by reaction Travis locked up his brakes and went down."

"The last thing I remember seeing was this giant tumbleweed that was the size of a kitchen table come rolling out on the road as Laron was driving through it," Travis said. "I woke up in the ambulance for about 30 seconds and then I woke up in the hospital a couple hours later and that is about all I really remember of it."

Adkins and Travis suffered injuries, which could have been fatal if they were not wearing their PPE.

"If you had’nt been wearing this we would be scraping your brains up off the pavement and you would be dead," Maj. Adam Travis recalled of a motorcycle ride that could have been his last.
"I was wearing jeans, riding boots, leather jacket, gloves, smash resistant glasses and a helmet," Adkins said. "I was wearing a helmet and still fractured my skull. I had a brain bleed, shattered my forearm - had to have surgery on that, two plates, 12 screws — four broken ribs, punctured lungs, lacerated liver, torn medial collateral ligament, huge abrasion on the right side, which has had three surgeries, and a lot of ligament damage."

Adkins found out after the accident that emergency responders thought they might find him dead on arrival. "The call went out to highway patrol as a possible fatality," Adkins said. "I didn't know that until a couple months after when the highway patrolman actually came to my house. If it wasn't for the gear, I wouldn't be talking to you right now."

Travis was wearing a full-face helmet made of carbon fiber. At some point during the accident he flipped over and started sliding on his face. The helmet still has pieces of tumbleweed embedded into it. "My jacket, gloves, pants, boots and helmet — all of it got destroyed and the only thing I have to show of it is a tiny little scar on my thumb and backside from road rash," Travis said. "It absolutely kept me from dying."

Travis and Adkins are both back on flying status. "Two of us that were wearing all of our PPE are still very much alive and very much back on active duty and flying status because of our PPE," Travis said. "If it had not been for our PPE, we would both be dead — no doubt about it.

PPE wasn't the only factor that saved Travis and Adkins. Staff Sgt. Daniel, Massey and Fagan, were the other members of the riding group and because of their actions Travis and Adkins are still alive. Once Adkins and Travis stopped rolling down the road from the accident, the other three riders made sure they did not move and blocked the road off. "Either of us could have had a spinal injury so if they had allowed us to get up or let someone else move us it could have been bad," Travis said. "PPE and the Wingman concept really did come into play. It's not something that we thought was going to happen, but if you have the right training, when it does happen you can just snap right into it and let the training kick in."

Both riders highly encourage motorcyclists to wear their PPE. "If you're not mature enough to understand the ramifications and implications of having a wreck without your PPE on, you don't need to be riding," Travis said. "It has nothing to do with your skill level or the skill level of the people riding with you. It has to do with the situations that you can't control."

I am glad the AF makes you wear PPE because you don't realize how much of an impact it will have until something bad happens," Adkins said. "You don't want to wait until something happens to find out if PPE was necessary or not. Even with just the minimal requirements, you may need something more. It is a life saver — that is for sure."

Both riders said they will never forget how this accident affected their lives and the lives of their families.

~Editor's Note: Maj Travis' bike was totaled in the wreck; Master Sgt. Adkin's bike only suffered minor damage. Lee is still riding; however, Adam's wife laid down the law and said no more! Both of them are still flying and teaching students. They have some lingering effects from the wreck but are doing fine. In fiscal year 2012, ACC had a total of 75 motorcycle mishaps — seven of which were fatalities or led to total disability. So far this fiscal year, we've had one Class A fatality and 19 Class Cs. As the weather changes and the bikes are dusted off for a season of riding, let's be careful out there and keep the shiny side up! Please ride safe!"
LUCKILY IT ONLY COST ME A
BRUISED EGO

BY MASTER SGT. KEVIN L. SCOTT

Winter was over; the snow had finally melted, so a few coworkers and I decided to go off-roading deep in the woods of Alaska. There’s only one problem with this scenario — I had never been off-roading. As a matter of fact, the last time I had been on anything close to an all terrain vehicle was 15 years prior.

The day started fine and the guys who brought their ATVs were riding and having a good time while those of us who didn’t own ATVs were standing around watching. Then they decided to try and climb a rocky mound which was around 10 feet high. All the riders were successful with their attempts and that’s when it happened. One of my friends rode down and pulled up next to where I was standing and said, “It’s your turn.” I was reluctant at first, but with some kind “coercing” from the other guys, I decided to give it a try (mistake No. #1).

So there I was staring up at my friends on top of the mound, about to try something I had never done before. Since each of them had done it with little to no trouble, I thought to myself, “How hard could it really be?” I was determined to make it on top, so I mustered up the nerve, took a deep breath, hit the throttle and cautiously started up the mound. A quarter of the way up, things were going better than I could have ever imagined and my confidence began to rise, so I decided to pick up speed (mistake No. #2).

Halfway up, my right front tire hit a big rock, lifting the front of the ATV, and since I was on an incline, the ATV tipped backwards, subsequently causing me to fall off the back and sending me rolling down the mound. I eventually stopped rolling, only to be hit by the ATV, which had also been tumbling down the mound. One of the rear wheels landed on my hand, but I was fortunate because I was wearing gloves; however, it could have been worse because I was not wearing a helmet (mistake No. #3).

I was able to walk away from this incident with only a bruised ego and minor damage to the ATV. All in all, I can say that this situation could have ended a lot worse than it did. And if there is anything that I could pass on to others from this experience it would be:

A new rider is more likely to make the wrong move or freeze up in an emergency scenario. The wrong move can include not wearing the proper safety gear. The temptation to “gun it” is powerful for a newbie, even though they have limited ability to safely negotiate the different challenges they may face.

While these reminders hardly scratch the surface of ATV safety as a whole, the main point is to ride smart and get home safe. Know your machine’s limitations and more importantly, know your limitations as a rider. Finally, if there’s a hint of doubt in your mind, don’t let peer pressure override your gut feeling like I did. It’s simply not worth it.

BY LT. COL. RODNEY NICHOLS

It was summer 1983 and I was 18 years young and looking forward to college in a couple of weeks. Saturday night at the local drive-in and my friends and I were going strong, drinking quite a few six-packs of beer. I knew I was drunk as I drove home, but I was 18 and thought that nothing was going to happen to me... and nothing did. I woke up the next morning with a pretty good hangover to find my loving father standing in the kitchen. He greeted me with a smile and in a booming, louder-than-normal voice called out, “Morning, hope you’re hungry. I made you some breakfast.” Sitting in front of me is a big plate of scrambled eggs, greasy bacon, and an ice cold Budweiser. Another big smile as he sees my face turn green and says “Eat up son; we have a long day ahead.”

I’ll spare you the details, you can probably figure out the rest.

After I cleaned up, Dad put his arm around my shoulders and said “Come along son, let me show you what I was working on the other night.” We headed out to the police station. You guessed it... he’s a cop.
At the station, he passes me a folder which has about a dozen or so pictures of a single car accident where the driver was drunk and didn’t survive. We didn’t have digital cameras back then, but the pictures were clear enough for me to make another run to the bathroom.

Another grin from Dad and off we go, this time to the county sheriff. “Pictures don’t do the scene justice son,” he said. “I want you to see the driver’s car ... take a good, hard look and think about what can happen the next time you get behind the wheel after you’ve been drinking.” To this day, I will never forget the valuable lesson my father taught me that morning. I could just have easily been that guy.

I know someone is reading this and thinking “Cute story but that won’t happen to me.” For your sake and those whose lives you touch, I hope you’re right. When this incident occurred, I wasn’t in the military, but more than likely you are. From that angle, let me share with you what you can expect if you decide to “roll the dice.”

Let’s take the scenario a little further for some hidden costs you might not know. Assume each person is arrested on base after consuming a six-pack of beer.

**Senior Airman Jones**
- Article 15, reduced to airman first class.
- Takes two years to put senior airman back on for a total salary loss of $8,006.

**Cost per beer:** $1,334

**Tech. Sgt. Smith**
- Article 15, reduced to staff sergeant.
- Takes five years to put technical sergeant back on for a total salary loss of $35,358.

**Cost per beer:** $5,893

**Master Sgt. Thomas**
- Article 15, reduced to technical sergeant.
- Retires as a technical sergeant due to high-year tenure; loss of retirement pay over life/30 years is $191,184.

**Cost per beer:** $31,864

I don’t know about you but I can’t think of any brand of beer I’d pay $1,300 for. Did that grab your attention? Because I haven’t even talked about the impact this DUI will have on your unit and co-workers. Who has to pick up the slack when you’re behind bars, standing in front of the judge, or doing your community service time? Who picks up the tab when your security clearance has been suspended and you can’t perform your primary job? Right again, your co-workers. Since they’re busy covering your job, their job suffers, and as a result our mission suffers.

Getting behind the wheel after you’ve been drinking has a far greater impact than you probably imagined. Not only are you endangering your life and those on the road, you’re impacting the lives of your family, friends, and co-workers, plus you’re jeopardizing your unit and its mission.

I learned my lesson 30 years ago, have you learned yours?
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**FINES AND PUNISHMENT MAY VARY DEPENDING ON JURISDICTION**